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VERTICAL BLINDS
by Alta

Vinyl Vertical Blind with Safety Wand
ANTIQUITIES | Acropolis VP87-81



When your windows present a tall order, 
Alta’s Vertical Blinds deliver classic style 
from top to bottom. Or actually, side to side.

 Let’s go window shopping.



Vinyl Vertical Blind with Safety Wand
SUMMER DAY | Tidepool VP89-01



WHEN TO CHOOSE VERTICAL BLINDS

●  Blinds that glide to the side make for easy access with 
those expansive sliding glass doors.

●  To see or not to see, that is the question. And with just 
the twist of a wrist, you can decide.

●  Vinyl options are the ultimate in minimal maintenance. 
Wipe and go.

●  Decorative textile choices mimic soft drapes without 
the dry cleaner.

●  Choose our interlocking S-curve option for even 
more privacy, more energy efficiency and more, well… 
darkness. AKA blackout.

●  Our heavy-duty headrail system keeps the vanes aligned 
in harmony and traversing quietly for a very long time.

Vertical blinds boost energy efficiency over large spans of 
glass, and the interlocking design of S-Curve vanes helps keep 
both the room and your budget at more comfortable levels.

THE LONG VIEW
Whether for intense temperature control or 

an intense decorative statement, Vertical Blinds 

take a linear approach. Sensible, yes. Boring, never.

Alta Advantage  ENERGY EFFICIENCY

Scan this code to watch how 
Vertical Blinds may work for you.



Choose from a variety of light-filtering fabrics for a gentle ambiance 
or insert into groovers and that same beautiful textile does double-
duty as a blackout.

VANE STYLES

FABRIC

The S-shape design provides an elegant, drapery-like appearance. 
The interlocking vanes block out more light than traditional 
curved vanes.

S-CURVE

Available in embossed, matte, smooth and deep-textured options. 
Vinyls are unique—providing total light control, privacy, functionality 
and fashion.

VINYL

Ultrasonically sealed-in weights 
are standard on all fabric free 
hang blinds. Bottom chains are 
available on any free hang fabric 
or vinyl upon request, free of 
charge.

Optional vinyl insert groovers 
maintain the soft fabric look while 
increasing privacy, light control 
and energy efficiency. Neutral 
appearance from the outside—
available in white and ivory.



CONTROL OPTIONS

Chain rotates vanes open and closed; cord moves the blind side to 
side across the window. The cord secures to the wall for safety.

CHAIN & CORD

MOUNTING OPTIONS

A standard rounded-corner valance with matching vinyl or fabric insert conceals the operating mechanism, 
adds elegance and provides a more tailored look.

inside mount inside mount with valance returns outside mount with valance returns

Rotate vanes open and closed and move the blinds side to side 
across the window with a sturdy wand. Easy to use and ideal in 
homes with children and pets.

SAFETY WAND

Window Blind Cord Can STRANGLE 
Your Child. To prevent strangulation, 
purchase cordless products or 
products with inaccessible cords. 

All blinds with cords 
include a non-removable 
warning label.



VERTICAL BLINDS by Alta

STACKING OPTIONS

left stack

Blinds draw to the left and stack on the left. 
Choose left or right side control position for 
standard; wand is right control.

split stack

Blinds open in the middle and vanes stack on 
both left and right sides. Choose left or right 
control position. Note: wand is not available 
for this stack.

right stack

Blinds draw to the right and stack on the right. 
Choose left or right side control position for 
standard; wand is left control.

S-CURVE VINYL VINYL FABRIC

CONTROL AND DESIGN OPTIONS

Chain & Cord Control Standard Standard Standard

Safety Wand (not available on split stack) ✓ ✓ ✓

Sealed-in Weights Standard

Bottom Chains ✓ ✓ ✓

Insert Groovers: White or Ivory ✓

3 ½" Valance Standard Standard Standard

MOUNT

Inside ✓ ✓ ✓

Inside with Valance Returns ✓ ✓ ✓

Outside with Valance Returns ✓ ✓ ✓

STACK OPTIONS

Left ✓ ✓ ✓

Right ✓ ✓ ✓

Split ✓ ✓ ✓

Scan this code to see a 
digital version of the most 
current options matrix.

Child safety is serious business, which is why we use 
warning tags, labels, and other methods to communicate 
the potential hazards of corded window coverings. 
The warning shown here communicates the important 
message about cords being a potential strangulation 
hazard and suggest choosing cordless alternatives or 
products with inaccessible cords.

Window Blind Cord Can STRANGLE 
Your Child. To prevent strangulation, 
purchase cordless products or 
products with inaccessible cords. 



AND DID WE MENTION?
Alta stands by our products with a Limited Lifetime Warranty.

Fabric Vertical Blind with Safety Wand
TRANQUIL WEAVE | Autumn Waves VF07-02



On the cover:

Vinyl Vertical Blind with Safety Wand
WINDFALL S-CURVE | Cottonball V530-10
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